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Introduction
The behavior (or action) selection problem for an autonomous robot consists in making a decision as to what behavior to execute in a particular situation in order to satisfy its current goals in the best possible way, while working towards guaranteeing survival in the long term. Assessing the performance of behavior selection architectures is a complex task that depends on many factors.
Comparative studies such as [6, 10, 3] have tended to focus on the respective merits and drawbacks of hierarchical (structured) versus Rat (parallel) architectures, measured in terms of single global parameters such as reproductive capability (fimess). However, the gap between hierarchical and flat architectures seems too big, and we think that a comparison of architectures that are more similar to one another can give rise to a more systematic analysis. In addition, environmental complexity can be of different types and does not increase in a linear way with the number and types of elements introduced. Therefore, finer-grained analyses of architectures and environments, and of how these relate to each other, are needed to obtain a deeper understanding of the adequacy of different architectures for different types of tasks and contexts [5] .
Taking a step in that direction, this paper reports an initial study comparing four motivated behavior-based architectures, all of them variants of the architecture proposed in 141 , performing in five different worlds with varying degrees and types of complexity, and analyzes performance results relating architectural elements to environmental complexity. The criteria used to measure and compare performance are based on Ashby's viability theory [l] , also used within the animat approach by e.g. [9, 8, 21 . In this framework, a set of survival-related variables that determine the robot's needs or goals must be kept within a viable range of values so that environmental changes do not put the robot's life in danger. Instead of a single measure of performance, we take into account different indicators in order to have a wider range of criteria for measurement and comparison. For this initial study, we have taken three indicators: the degree to which viability (the stability of the internal milieu) is presenred, life span, and the 'life quality' resulting from combining both. Regarding environmental complexity, we have considered the effects of availability of resources, number of objects and their influence on perception and navigation, and dynamism introduced by an enemy species.
The Valimar Environment
To test our architectures, we have created a typical behavior selection environment (Valimar, Figure 1 ) comparable to others used in this domain, in which our robot must select among and perform different activities in order to survive. We have used Webots 3.0 (www.cyberbotics.com), a very realistic 3D mobile robot simulator allowing users to create different environments with continuous space and complex physics. For these experiments we have used Kheperas fitted with a camera on their top to create two species of robots-Nessas (green Kheperas) and Enemies (red Kheperas). Nessas are more complex creatures used to implement the four behavior selection architectures described in Section 3. Enemies have the same sensors and actuators as Nessas, but they have a much simpler architecture and behavior (their main goal is to attack Nessas), since their only role is to introduce dynamism in the environment. Neither Nessas nor Enemies can remember the location of objects, and they also lack any planning capabilities. Valimar is surrounded by a wall and contains cylindrically shaped objects of different colors: food (yellow) and water (blue) sources, nests (purple), obstacles (gray), dull blocks (red), and our two species of robots. Since Enemies and dull blocks have the same color, Nessas can mistake one for another. 
Architectures for Behavior Selection
The architectures we have studied are neither strictly flat (parallel) nor hierarchical (structured). They consist of two layers-motivational and behavioral-that lead to a two-step computation of intensity. This computation is parallel within each layer, hut motivational intensity must be computed before calculating behavioral intensity. All the architectures have the same elements, but they vary in the way in which these are combined (their arbitration mechanisms).
Elements
Sensing and acting. The robots are equipped with the following extemal sensors: eight proximity (infrared) sensors, six on the front and two on the back; eight binary collision sensors (located at the same points as proximity sensors); a radio emitter/receiver used to transmit and detect the attack of another robot (pain.), which can have different intensities; and a color camera returning a RGB pattern of 90 x 90 pixels. Visual input is used to detect direction and discriminate objects. Object learning and recognition is performed by a combination of three ART1 neural networks, each of them specialized to detect patterns in one of the RGB components. In addition to external sensors, we have programmed internal sensors to perceive the values of physiological variables.
The robots have differential wheel steering. Navigation (with obstacle avoidance) is controlled by a neural network that improves over time through Hebbian learning.
Physiology. The robots have a synthetic physiology of survival-related essential variables that must be kept within a viable range of values so that environmental changes do not put the robot's l i e in danger. These variables set the (internal) needs or goals of the robot. Nessa's essential variables are: damage, energy, glucose, moisture, internal pain' @a&), and stress.
External stimuli. In addition to internal variables, behavior selection is also influenced by the presence of external stimuli that affect the motivational state of the robot or the intensity and execution of behaviors, depending on the architectures. There are six rypes of external stimuli to which Nessas can react: the different (colors of the) objects in the environment plus external pain (pain,).
Motivations. Motivations constitute urges to action
based on bodily needs related to self-sufficiency and survival. They implement a homeostatic process to maintain an essential physiological variable within a certain range. and behavior selection is postponed until behavioral intensity has been computed. In this case, all the behaviors are considered for the final selection, and the robot can satisfy several goals simultaneously. (goal-directed) behaviors. A consummatory behavior is executed only if it has been selected by the motivational state of the robot and its incentive stimulus is being observed. The execution of a behavior has an impact on (increases or decreases) the level of specific physiological variables. Behaviors can be activated and executed with different intensities that depend on the intensities of the motivations (and in some architectures also of the stimuli) related to them. The intensity with which a behavior is executed affects motor strength (speed of the wheels) and the modification of physiological variables (and hence the duration of the behavior). Table 2 shows Nessas' behaviors*.
A4

Arbitration mechanisms
We have designed four architectures by varying the way in which these elements are interconnected along three parameters (summarized in Table 3 Paint of decision. The main selection decision can be made at the level of motivations, as in A3, where a single motivation is in charge of selecting the behavior that best satisfies it. It can also be made at the level of behaviors, as in Al. A2, and A4, where behaviors receive activation from all the motivations that they contribute to satisfy, ' The table shows the motivations related to psrticvlar behaviors in archirecNIcs A I and A2 only, where the connection between these two elements is fixed h u g h weights, as explained below.
The behavior selection loops are as follows.
Behnvior selection loop in A l . At every cycle:
1. The intensity of each motivation's drive is calculated as propartional to the ermr of its eonmUed miable (ewj). 3. The behavior with highest intensity is selected to be executed.
Behavior selection loop in A3. At every cycle:
1. The wimermotivation j,i,,., is calculated. iii. m j = e,j + aj is the final intensity of j .
(b) The motivation with highest intensity is selected.
2. The intensity of each behavior linked (thmugh the physiology) with the winner motivation is computed as b; = mj,,nn.r x f,,,where bi,m,w6nns7 aretheinlensitiesofbehaviori andthe winner motivation, respectively. and f;" is the effect that the execution ofbehavior i has on v , which is the physiological variable conmlled by jWinneF.
3. The behavior with highest intensity is selected to be executed.
Behavior selection loop in A4. At every cycle:
Calculate the intensity of each motivation j:
(a) Compute the intensity of the motivation's drive as pwportional to the ermr of ifs contmlled variable (e",).
(b) Compute the e5ect of the presence of external stimuli on the intensity of the motivation j : a j = c ( S k x U,*).
where sk is the intensity of stimulus k , and ujk is the weight between j and k.
(c) mj = e,, fa, is the final intensity o f j .
2. The intensity of each behavior is computed as be = C(mj x f,"), where be, mj a n the intensities of behavior i and motivation j , respectively, and f,. is the effect that the execution of behavior i has on U, the physiological variable controlled by j . 3. The behavior with highest intensity is selected to be executed.
Experiments
The purpose of our experiments was to investigate the ad- Life span: The time that the robot survived (remained viable) during each run in simulation steps normalized with the total simulation time, SI,,. = tlife/tSimul, where tr,fe is the number of simulation steps that the robot lived and teimul is the total simulation time measured in number of simulation steps.
Life quality: Q1ife = V x Sue.
Method
We have explored the effects of three sources of environmental complexity: (a) number of objects, (b) availability of resources, and (c) dynamism-in this case the presence of Enemies that can attack and kill Nessas, and also hamper foraging activities. To vary these sources of complexity, we created five Valimar settings (Table 4) with different elements sparsely distributed across the world. Valimar 1 (VI, see Figure I ) should allow Nessas to have a "comfortable" life-a fair amount of resources and nests should permit them to satisfy their needs, while Figure 2 shows the average performance of the four architectures in the five Valimar worlds in terms of viability (left), life span (center), and global quality of life (right).
Results
Results for AI, A2 and A4 were very similar in the first three (static) worlds, where A3 obtained the worst results in terms of viability, as its winner-takes-all policy deals worse with extreme situations in which at least one variable is near its Limit. In terms of life span, survival was very good in the static worlds. The introduction of Enemies in V4 and V5 leads to significant changes with respect to the three indicators. Viability and life span become considerably worse for all the architectures, due to the negative impact of Enemies' attacks on the physiology of Nessas. In these dynamic worlds, A3 outperforms the other architectures because its winner-takes-all policy makes it more reactive to external changes, dealing better with situations of self-protection (see below), while the opposite is the case for A4.
Let us now discuss some phenomena commonly studied in animal decision maldog (see e.g.
[7]) that we have observed in our simulations, and that allow us to understand 'Although more runs would yield more reliable results, analysis of the standard deviation of each set revealed high uniformity in the static worlds. but more randomness in the worlds with enemies. Table 5 ranks ow architectures regarding some of these phenomena that 161 proposes as desirable features of architectures to achieve flexible behavior selection. Stability of a sequence of behaviors occurs when behavioral intensities are (nearly) similar for all the sequence.
A non-stable sequence results in sudden changesS in the robot's velocity and modification of its variables. A3, being more reactive as it uses a single motivation to drive behavior selection, was the least stable architecture, while A4, with its "maximum profit" approach was the most stable.
Opportunism management varied considerably in the four architectures as a consequence of the way in which the influence of external stimuli is taken into account. Architectures A1 and A3 are less opportunistic than A2 and A4, since the influence of external stimuli is computed only once to calculate the intensity of the winner behavior. Taking the example of the sleep behavior, the influence of its incentive stimulus (the nest) is computed in A1 only at the level of the sleep behavior, and in A3 only at the level of the motivation that selects sleep to satisfy its drive-either fatigue, confusion or repair. However, 5Recall that the intensity of the winner behavior has an impact an motor strength and on how physiological variables an modified (and therefore on the duration of the behavior).
in A2 and A4 the influence of the presence of the nest, computed at the motivational level, can be taken into account several times-as many as active motivations the sleep behavior can help satisfy, i.e. a combination of fatigue, sleep and repair. Although opportunism is in general a desirable feature that provides flexibility, too much opportunism can present disadvantages in environments with few resources located far from each other.
Displacement behaviors were only observed in A46, as its "maximum profit" policy, together with the fact that links between motivations and behaviors can he positive (excitatory) or negative (iibitory), can lead to mum1 inhibition of two motivations with high intensity. These features are also responsible for the considerably lower activation levels that behaviors receive in A4, compared to the other architectures, making it less reactive.
Situations of self-protection are more difficult to deal with when Nessas are executing a consummatory behavior next to a resource, as they are more exposed to Enemies, which can attack them on the back, where they are not detected, and block them against resources, as shown in Figure 3 . This roughly corresponds to what [6] denotes as varying attention-the fact that animals pay lower attention to danger when they are in an extreme motivational state, e.g. very hungry. A4 is more often trapped in these situations than the other architectures due to its lower reactivity and to the fact that its lower intensity levels make Nessas spend more time next to resources. A3, being more reactive (like a simple emotional system), is the best in these situations.
Maximizing efficiency of behavioral choice is an important desiderata for behavior selection mechanisms. Executing a behavior that satisfies several motivations simultaneously is usually more efficient (in terms of viability) than a behavior that only satisfies one goal. In this respect, an interesting difference was observed in situa- 
Nessas (lighter Kheperas) nnacked and
tions of fatigue between A3 and the other three architectures. While AI, A2 and A4 tend to resolve these sitnations with the sleep behavior-which is more costly because it can only be executed on a nest, hut it allows to satisfy the fatigue, confusion, and repair motivations simnltaneously-A3 usually deals with them by executing the rest behavior-which can be executed anywhere but only contributes to correct fatigue. The explanation lies in the fact that, for sleep to be executed in A3, the confusion motivation has to win the competition against fatigue, and this does not happen frequently as confusion is produced by excess of stress, which increases very slowly. In addition, if fatigue wins, the rest and sleep behaviors will have the same intensity, and since rest does not need the presence of a stimulus to be executed, it is always executed first. This difference is important because the execution of sleep in AI, A2 and A4 improves the robot's viability considerably more than the execution of rest in A3, and this can partly explain the poorer performance of A3, in particular in static environments.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented an initial study of the performance of different motivated behavior selection architectures in environments with varying degrees and types of complexity. Instead of a single measure of performance, we have used different indicators, drawn from viability theory, in order to have a wider range of criteria for measurement and comparison. We have analyzed performance results in terms of how architectural elements relate to various sources of environmental complexity. Our results show that small variations in the way in which the same architectural components afe combined can greatly influence the way in which behavior selection is performed, and therefore the adaptivity of the robot to different environmental conditions. This supports our idea that a finer-grained analysis and comparison of architectures and environments favors a more through understanding of the adequacy of different architectures for different types of tasks and contexts. To continue this study we envisage several directions for future work. First, we would like to complement our viability and life quality indicators with a measure of the internal equilibrium achieved in terms of the standard deviation of the motivations' error. This would provide another indicator of quality of performance that cannot be simply integrated with the previous ones, as it is not easy to compare which is best, measuring internal stability in terms of a good global viability level or in terms of how uuifonnly the different motivations are satisfied. Second, we want to vary the complexity of the world in terms of dynamism to take into account not only the presence of enemies but also extinction and mobility of resources. Finally, we plan to add basic emotions to our behavior selection architectures, following [4] , and compare the performance of the different architectures with and without emotions in static and dynamic worlds.
